Case Study: using newsletters to
build client lifetime value
Quay Marinas have 7 Marinas
throughout the UK and
manage
everything from
mooring management, to
promoting offers on specialist
boat insurance, and assisting
their members in boat
purchases and maintenance.

Innovation
They constantly innovate with
new services – recently
investing in wireless internet
technology that deals with
boats rising and falling several
metres with the tides. They
also promote great “club”
community spirit amongst the
sailors and fishing enthusiasts
with events and competitions.
Quay Marinas use AXLR8’s email marketing programme to help them communicate
with all members on a regular, informative, friendly but professional way. All
newsletters are local to that marina where clients moor their boat. Each has a local
weather forecast and tide times.
Not only does the newsletter look great but it ‘feels great’ - not an easy feat for an
electronic medium. It has a thoughtfully designed creative which entices the readers
to look through it like a newspaper or article in a magazine.

News and content
It has Quay Marinas branding throughout and useful information like the weather
links and tide times. It remains relevant by using today’s date as a reference for
these items but also features downloads of ‘The latest Royal Quays handbook’ –
volumes are all trackable because the AXLR8 system provides measures to see what
clients looked into further.
They have useful advertising for their own and third party services in the form of
insurance icons and links mixed in with an editor’s piece towards the end. As well as
featuring upcoming events such as the London Boat Show and links taking readers to
‘Live Web Cams’ the newsletter discreetly requires the reader to scroll down past
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‘the fold’ – its material cannot be read in full without such effort and therefore
provides the reader with something they must read and not just see, probably
creating a 5 minute space whilst the reader starts to think about his next Marina
experience. The challenge is of course, to come up with the rich, entertaining
content weekly, fortnightly or monthly.

Web Publishing
Newsletters are automatically published on the web site
Each newsletter has a strong identity and a clear format which helps the readers use
it and see it in the light it was intended for – as a newsletter.
We think this is as perfect a use of AXLR8 software as we can demonstrate and we
know that the newsletter reflects just how much Quay Marinas value their members.
It is worth the time to make your customers feel this important and the revenue
returned is 10 fold if managed as well. We think every business has as much to say
for themselves – the key is to say it.
Call AXLR8 today, you really won’t look back!
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